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Tools and resources
to improve Functional
Skills success
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Digital resources to
support your delivery

Functional Skills

A few quick
questions…
Are you currently using any of our
digital resources?
• Maths and English SmartScreen
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• e-Functional Skills

• Centre Analytics
• Open Assess
• Not using any of these resources
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• Not heard of these resources

Functional Skills

An apprentice’s journey
Outcome 1 – Understand knowledge gaps
Tutor
Check you have…
1. Set up correctly - registrations, requests for reasonable adjustments
2. Read the qualification handbook
3. Read the ICE document
4. Understood the specifications
5. Digested the subject content
6. Read the guidance for delivery documents and Examiner Reports

Written by City & Guilds
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The way the questions are asked
is similar to the way questions
are written in the exams

SmartScreen
e-Functional Skills
Initial Assessment
Tells you what level is the
apprentice working towards
For Maths, English and ICT

Planning the delivery
Resource guides, sample
schemes of work, worksheets –
a pick ‘n’ mix design something
to suit all

e-Functional Skills
Diagnostic Assessments
Mini assessments on each topic

Apprentice
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I know what level I
am working towards

I know the gaps I
need to fill

OUTCOME 1
Analysed knowledge gaps

Functional Skills

e-Functional Skills – Initial and diagnostic assessment
e-Functional Skills

Initial Assessment
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Initial
Assessment

Diagnostics

Individual
Learning
Plans
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Mock tests

Reporting System

Learner Profile
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An apprentice’s journey
Outcome 2 – Understand knowledge gaps
Tutor
Check you have…
1. Delivered the full range of subject content
2. Familiarised yourself with sample exams and mark schemes
3. Used the guidance for delivery guides to understand question types
4. Made use of worked examples/created your own worked examples
5. Made use of Open Assess as a teaching tool and assessment
preparation tool for onscreen exams

OUTCOME 2
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The knowledge required for a
Functional Skills exam

e-Functional Skills
e-Functional Skills

SmartScreen

e-Functional Skills

Individual Learning Plans
Individualised Learning Plans
The platform will generate
resources based on the RAG
rated diagnostic tests

Delivery resources
Design a tailored delivery model
to meet each individual
apprentices’ needs

Diagnostic Assessments
Mini assessments on each topic

Tracking
Monitoring a learner's test
results and progress

Apprentice
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Test my knowledge
How much progress have I made?

Am I becoming exam ready?

Functional Skills

SmartScreen –
Planning teaching
and learning

Choose your subject

• Sample Schemes of work
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• Resource Guides – mapped to
Functional Skills subject content
statements

Access resource guides and schemes of work

• Resource bank including:
– developing skills activities
– 150 maths and English videos
– interactive e-learning bites

– worksheets
– classroom games and activities
– card sorts/matching
– exam preparation videos
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– speaking and listening videos

Choose from a range of resources

Functional Skills

Examples of resources in e-Functional Skills
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Build bespoke lessons

Functional Skills

Example of resources in SmartScreen
Smart Screen contains schemes of work and delivery
guides mapped to the Functional Skills subject content
and to a wide range of materials in our resource bank
which help build great sessions that meet learners’ needs.
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Mapped to resources
from the resource bank

Schemes of work

Delivery guides for resources
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An apprentice’s journey
Outcome 3 – Supporting apprentices to become exam ready
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Tutor / Exams Officer
Check you have…
1. Used practice papers/on screen practice tests in timed conditions
2. Standardised marking of practice papers to ensure in line with mark schemes of reformed FS
3. Fully prepared candidates for the assessment experience – paper exams, on screen, remote
invigilation, tools
4. Revisited Chief Examiner reports and any performance feedback if a re-sit is required
5. Revisited the ICE document to ensure correct conditions for assessment
6. Managed access arrangements

e-Functional Skills

Open Assess

Remote Invigilation

Exam bites and Mock papers

e-assessment platform with
Familiarisation tools
and samples

Centre and candidate User
guides, technical specification
for equipment

Apprentice
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Can I tackle
sample questions?

Am I successfully completing
sample assessments?

OUTCOME 3
Exam ready

Functional Skills

Assessment preparation
• Open Assess

• Online sample tests for learners
• Familiarisation tests available for each subject
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• Storing learner responses for feedback from
tutors
• Replicates the live test environment

• Open Assess user guide
• Support webinars
• Sample papers
• Writeable PDF format
• Familiarises learners with layouts

• Mark schemes and indicative pass marks
provided
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• Available on the 4748 qualification page

Functional Skills

An apprentice’s journey
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Outcome 4 – Performance feedback, certification and recognition

Assessment

Centre Analytics

Paper of online exams both
available. Remote Invigilation
available for onscreen exams

What if the candidate doesn’t
pass? Using Centre analytics

Digital credential e-certificate
and paper certificate

Apprentice
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Success

Gateway and EPA

Functional Skills

e-volve centre analytics
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• Allows candidate performance data from
e-volve tests to be aggregated and
interrogated.
• Also provides access to performance code
information and candidates’ raw marks for
paper Functional Skills exams.
• Candidates score report can be accessed.
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Centre analytics (cityandguilds.com)

Functional Skills

Score reports for paper-based tests
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Using the Performance Codes document on
the 4748 qualification page can support you.

Functional Skills
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Thank you!
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Questions and answers:
We are interested in talking to
you about what you need from
our digital resources
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Find out more
For anyone who wants to find out more
detail we will be running a webinar on
Tuesday 26 April 2022 at 3pm
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If you want to know more about SmartScreen or
e-Functional Skills contact:

Digital.Solutions@cityandguilds.com
For further information regarding digital
credentials contact:
dcsales@cityandguilds.com
For maths and English queries contact:
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pre-employment@cityandguilds.com

Functional Skills

About City & Guilds

To learn more about City & Guilds

Founded in 1878 to develop the knowledge, skills, and behaviours needed to help businesses
thrive, we offer a broad and imaginative range of products and services that help people achieve
their potential through workbased learning. We believe in a world where people and
organisations have the confidence and capabilities to prosper, today and in the future. So we
work with likeminded partners to develop the skills that industries demand across the world.

Apprenticeships, please contact
apprenticeships@cityandguilds.com

City and Guilds Group

Giltspur House
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5–6 Giltspur Street
London EC1A 9DE
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